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A couple of years ago I took a short trip to Nicaragua with a couple of friends to do some 
mission work.  We were working with a group of people who provide meals, clothing and 
after school programs for some of the children who live inside the Managua city dump, in 
a community called La Chureca.  One of the mornings we drove into the dump where we 
were met by things I couldn’t possibly describe with words, or even pictures.  The whole 
place stinks of burning trash, rotting food, and even dying animals.  It was possibly the 
most depressing sight I’ve ever seen. 
 
There is a community of people who live in the dump, making their meager living by 
washing and recycling the trash that comes into the dump, and at times eating the food 
that they can find there.  It’s a level of poverty that I had heard about, but never really 
seen.  It was also a level of hunger that I had never seen before, because I’ve never 
gone hungry for any extended period of my life.  I was amazed and appalled at what I 
saw because the most hunger I’ve ever felt was when I skipped a couple of meals or 
fasted for a day or two.  I’ve never known what it was like to go to bed hungry because I 
couldn’t actually find anything to eat.  And I’ve never known the kind of hunger that 
would drive me to intentionally put food in my body that was rotten, or had been thrown 
away by someone else.  
 
But we know that hunger is a powerful motivator – it drives people to do things that they 
would otherwise never think of doing.  When you haven’t had anything to eat for a couple 
of days and the next meal doesn’t seem to be coming anytime soon, then you are willing 
to look for food wherever you can find it, no matter the source or the state of the food.  
They take the risk, and eventually suffer the consequences in their health.  They are 
hungry for the real thing – the food you and I take for granted every day – but since they 
can’t find the real thing, they settle for whatever they can get. 
 
Most of us can’t fathom that kind of hunger and, if we’re honest, we might be appalled by 
it as well; appalled that some people have to live that way, and appalled by what has to 
be done to survive that kind of poverty.  Our hunger is superficial, but we understand that 
our hunger and thirst point to the reality of food and water that are meant to satisfy those 
basic human desires and necessities.  Our bodies were designed to send us those pain 
signals, which motivate us to find a way to satisfy them by whatever means necessary.  
If we never felt hunger, we would never eat, and if we never ate, then we would 
eventually die from the lack of nutrition.  Our bodies need hunger and thirst to live. 
 
C.S. Lewis famously wrote, “If I find in myself a desire which no experience in this world 
can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that I was made for another world."  In 
other words, we don’t just experience physical hunger to satisfy our bodies, but we also 
experience a different kind of hunger – a spiritual hunger and thirst as well.  As much as 
we need food and water, we have an innate desire to live the way that God created us 
to live.  At times, however, each of us are like the people I encountered in La Chureca – 
unable to find the real thing, we settle for the easily available junk.  We hope that it 
won’t kill us, but in the end it never quite satisfies, and actually harms us in the long 
run, but our hunger tells us the real thing exists somewhere. 
 
That leads us to the passage we’re going to read this morning – short and to the point 
like all of these statements Jesus makes about the Kingdom of Heaven:  Matthew 5:6. 



 
Jesus draws on this very basic human need to talk about what it looks like to live our 
lives in his kingdom.  The life that he intends for us to live is characterized by hunger 
and thirst, by a pain signal of sorts that lets us know that we have a need to be satisfied 
if we are going to thrive in this life.  It is not optional, not even a craving per se, but an 
actual need that we cannot ignore without paying the price eventually. 
 
Just as there are few things that we wouldn’t do to satisfy our physical hunger, Jesus 
understands that we seek the satisfaction of our spiritual hunger and thirst as well.  We 
are wired this way, designed by God to hunger and thirst for spiritual life; a life that fits 
our soul’s design.  While what we need for our bodies is clear and readily available to 
most of us in this part of the world, what we need for our spiritual satisfaction seems to 
be harder to locate.  There’s plenty of junk available to us, and even though we know 
it’s junk, it still holds some kind of attraction for us.  So we actually have to seek a little 
harder to find the life that our soul desires and that we were designed to live. 
 
What does our soul desire?  Jesus calls it righteousness here – a word that has a ton of 
biblical context and implications throughout all of scripture.  Consistently it describes 
God in both his character and actions.  From there it is often applied to those who were 
in covenant relationship with God to describe what he expected from their character and 
actions.  In other words, righteousness is concerned with God’s standard for good living, 
and since he is the creator and designer of both our body and soul, it would make sense 
that we should consider abiding by the kind of life he created us to live. 
 
Our souls were designed to be aligned with God’s character.  When God created Adam 
and Eve, he described them as having been made in his image, or in his likeness – we 
were created to bear the image and character of God.  But you know the story – Adam 
and Eve sinned, introducing into their lives and the creation un-righteousness; 
disobedience and lack of conformity to God’s character.  Our lives are supposed to look 
truly blessed, filled with God’s approval because they are fully aligned with who God is 
and how God acts.  That is a holy, good, generous life.  It is an abundantly life-giving 
kind of life, but that’s not what we see around us. 
 
Instead we see ourselves and others rolling around in the trash, living on what is readily 
available and starving for righteousness.  But as Jesus starts talking about the Kingdom 
of Heaven and the life that he wants to offer to those who hear him, it becomes clear that 
he sees his mission as awakening inside of us this hunger for righteousness.  He knows 
that when he talks about this kind of life, people will hear what he says and want it – they 
will be hungry and thirsty for it because something within them will cries out for that life 
which will fully satisfy their hunger and thirst. 
 
When he talks about the Kingdom of Heaven, it’s as if he drops a full course, gourmet 
meal on the table next to them and asks if they can smell what he is cooking.  Can they 
sense in his words the call to a different kind of life, a blessed life?  It’s not that we need 
to get better at following rules (Jesus makes that clear in 5:20), it’s that we need to get 
better at inhaling what Jesus is preparing for us.  We need to hear what he says about 
our character and his character and allow that to fill up our senses, provoking a deep 
hunger and thirst for him to do his work in us.  When that starts to happen, then God 
begins to awaken a desire for his right way of living to consume our life, our imagination, 
eventually conforming our behavior to his. 
 



For too long we lived without the belief that there was really a way to live our lives that 
would truly satisfy the soul’s hunger and thirst.  But what it there really is a way to live 
that does fulfill the soul’s hunger and thirst?  Righteousness sounds stuffy, but that’s only 
because we have sucked the life out of it, and made it into a term that describes people 
who are self-righteous.  That has nothing to do with what Jesus is talking about here.  
True righteousness is exhilarating and more fulfilling than anything else in the world. 
 
Jesus’ promise is that when you allow that hunger and thirst to fill you up you will find a 
good way to live.  It is more desirable than the unrighteous junk food that surrounds us.  
A genuine spiritual hunger and thirst drives us to seek after God in every area of our 
lives.  We want to pursue God more, want more of his way to live to enter into us – our 
marriages, our parenting, our workplaces, our schools, and our community.  When that 
hunger awakens in us we become relentless in pursuit of the good life God offers, and 
we begin to change.  We begin, as Jesus says in 6:33, to seek first the Kingdom of 
Heaven and his righteousness, and find that everything else gets added into the deal.  
His life fully satisfies, and everything else fades into the background. 
 
Hunger and thirst for righteousness drives life transformation because there is a tension 
being created in us – we see where we are and where Jesus wants to take us.  We 
desire that transformation, even if we know it will be hard and painful at times.  When 
that pain of not changing becomes too great, we become willing to cooperate with God’s 
work in us.  It is a good kind of pain, and the promise of Jesus is that this hungry and 
thirsty life is blessed because God will fill us with what we desire.  The connotation of the 
word filled is actually that we would be stuffed, overfilled, with righteousness.  When we 
are hungry for it, God responds by shaping our character to reflect his image. 
 
The more you fill yourself with righteousness, the more you will desire it and the less you 
will desire the junk because you know it just won’t satisfy you any longer.  Even the 
spiritual looking junk food – the gospels of self-improvement – will lose their appeal 
because this table set with righteousness is the one you never want to push away from.  
This is the meal you want to repeat over and over again because it feeds your soul the 
way it was meant to be fed.  It drives you back to Jesus repeatedly, not just once a 
week, but every day awakening your hunger for his life to be at work in you. 
 
Some of you have been trying to satisfy your soul’s hunger with the junk that’s available 
all around you and you’re finding that it’s not working.  You have been doing your best, 
but maybe this morning you realize that you haven’t been doing it God’s way.  This 
morning you are invited to allow that hunger in your soul to move you towards 
satisfaction.  I know that Jesus wants to satisfy the hunger and thirst in your soul by 
filling you with righteousness, his good life.  He wants to bring you into the kingdom, and 
to experience that good, blessed life that he offers to you.  If you are hungry for that, 
then you need to ask him to fill that hunger in your soul. 
 
This hunger never goes away completely.  It’s not a one-time experience, but a lifelong 
pursuit of this life.  One taste leads to the next, and as we go the food gets better and 
better and live becomes more like the one we were always meant to live.  
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